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OVERTWISTED DISCS IN PLANAR OPEN BOOKS
TETSUYA ITO AND KEIKO KAWAMURO
Abstract. Using open book foliations we show that an overtwisted disc in a planar open
book can be put in a topologically nice position. As a corollary, we prove that a planar
open book whose fractional Dehn twist coefficients grater than one for all the boundary
components supports a tight contact structure.
1. Introduction
There is a rigid dichotomy between tight and overtwisted contact structures on 3-manifolds.
All the contact structures are locally identical, so tightness and overtwistedness are global
properties.
Eliashberg’s classification of overtwisted contact structures [14] states that overtwisted
contact structures are classified by the homotopy types of 2-plane fields. On the other hand,
tight contact structures are more subtle, and classification of tight contact structures is
still open except for several simple cases including some Seifert fibered spaces.
It is often hard to determine whether a given contact structure is tight or overtwisted.
Some types of fillability, such as (weak and strong) symplectic or Stein, imply tightness
of the contact structures. Non-vanishing of Ozsva´th and Szabo´’s contact invariant shows
tightness [26]. In convex surface theory, Giroux’s criterion [17] is useful to find overtwisted
discs, and Honda’s state traversal method [19] provides a way to prove tightness. In [16]
Eliashberg and Thurston use confoliations to prove that a contact structure obtained by
C0-small perturbation of a taut foliation is universally tight (cf. [20]).
In this paper we give a new tightness criterion, Corollary 1.2, using strong topological
and combinatorial aspects of open book foliations [22, 23, 24, 25]. Here is our main theorem:
Theorem 1.1. Let (S, φ) be a planar open book which supports an overtwisted contact
structure. Then there exists a transverse overtwisted disc D such that:
(SE1): All the valence ≤ 1 vertices of the graph G−−(D) are strongly essential.
The graph G−−(D) and strongly essential vertices are defined in Section 2. Roughly
speaking, Theorem 1.1 shows that we can put a transverse overtwisted disc so that it
intersects each page of the open book in some nice way. In the theory of Haken 3-manifolds,
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one uses essential surfaces to cut 3-manifolds and study the structure and properties of the
manifolds. We apply this classical scheme to contact 3-manifolds and surfaces admitting
open book foliations and analyze topological features of the open books.
For a boundary component C ⊂ ∂S let c(φ,C) denote the fractional Dehn twist co-
efficient (FDTC) of φ with respect to C. See [21] for the definition. In [21, Theorem
1.1] Honda, Kazez and Matic´ prove that an open book (S, φ) supporting a tight contact
structure implies that φ is right-veering, in particular, c(φ,C) ≥ 0 for all the boundary
components C of S. The next corollary asserts the converse direction of the theorem under
some assumptions on FDTC.
Corollary 1.2. Let (S, φ) be a planar open book. If c(φ,C) > 1 for all the boundary
components C ⊂ ∂S then (S, φ) supports a tight contact structure.
It is interesting to compare Corollary 1.2 with the result of Colin and Honda in [13]. They
show that for a (not necessarily planar) open book (S, φ) with pseudo-Anosov monodromy,
if c(φ,Ci) ≥
k
ni
(k ≥ 2) for every boundary component Ci of S, where ni is the number of
prongs around Ci of the transverse measured (stable) foliation for φ, then (S, φ) supports a
universally tight contact structure ([13] treats the connected binding case, and by Baldwin
and Etnyre [1, Theorem 4.5] the same result holds for the general case). They show
tightness by proving non-vanishing of the contact homology. Note that the foundation of
contact homology requires hard analysis and is geometric in the sense that its definition uses
Reeb vector fields and contact forms. On the other hand, our argument using open book
foliations is topological by nature. We do not need to determine the Nielsen-Thurston types
of monodromies. We just add a topological assumption that the page surface is planar.
Remark 1.3. Let S = S0,4 be a sphere with four discs removed. Call the boundary
circles A,B,C and D. Let E be a simple closed curve in S that separates A,B from
C,D. For h, i, k > 0, let Φh,i,k = T
h
AT
i
BTCTDT
−k−1
E , where TX denotes the right-handed
Dehn twist along X ∈ {A,B,C,D,E}. In [23, Theorem 4.1] we show that the open book
(S,Φh,i,k) is non-destabilizable and supports an overtwisted contact structure. The FDTCs
of Φ = Φh,i,k are
(c(Φ, A), c(Φ, B), c(Φ, C), c(Φ,D)) = (h, i, 1, 1).
Moreover, James Conway, John Etnyre, Amey Kaloti, and Dheeraj Kulkarni found a non-
destabilizable open book (S,Ψ) with Ψ = TAT
2
BT
2
CT
3
DT
−2
E supporting an overtwisted con-
tact structure. The FDTCs of Ψ are
(c(Ψ, A), c(Ψ, B), c(Ψ, C), c(Ψ,D)) = (1, 2, 2, 3).
Thus the conditions in Corollary 1.2 are best possible even if we add a reasonable assump-
tion that (S, φ) is non-destabilizable.
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2. Review of open book foliations
In this section we summarize definitions and properties of open book foliations used in
this paper. For details, see [22, 24, 25]. The idea of open book foliations originally came
from Bennequin’s work [2] and Birman-Manasco’s braid foliations [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
Let S = Sg,r be a genus g surface with r(> 0) boundary components, and φ ∈ Diff
+(S, ∂S)
an orientation preserving differomorphism of S fixing the boundary ∂S point-wise. Sup-
pose that the open book (S, φ) supports a closed oriented contact 3-manifold (M, ξ) via
the Giroux correspondence [18]. The manifoldM is often denoted byM(S,φ). Let B denote
the binding of the open book and π :M \B → S1 the fibration whose fiber St := π
−1(t) is
called a page.
Let F ⊂ M(S,φ) be an embedded, oriented surface possibly with boundary. If F has
boundary we require that ∂F is a closed braid with respect to (S, φ), that is, ∂F is positively
transverse to every page. Up to isotopy of F fixing ∂F we may put F so that the singular
foliation given by the intersection with the pages
Fob(F ) = {F ∩ St | t ∈ [0, 1]}
admits the following conditions (F i)–(F iv), see [22, Theorem 2.5]. We call Fob(F ) an
open book foliation on F .
(F i): The binding B pierces the surface F transversely in finitely many points.
Moreover, v ∈ B ∩ F if and only if there exists a disc neighborhood Nv ⊂ Int(F )
of v on which the foliation Fob(Nv) is radial with the node v, see Figure 1-(1, 2).
The leaves meeting at v belong to distinct pages. We call v an elliptic point.
(F ii): The leaves of Fob(F ) along ∂F are transverse to ∂F .
(F iii): All but finitely many pages St intersect F transversely. Each exceptional
fiber is tangent to F at a single point ∈ Int(F ). In particular, Fob(F ) has no
saddle-saddle connections.
(F iv): All the tangencies of F and pages are of saddle type, see Figure 1-(3, 4). We
call them hyperbolic points.
A leaf l of Fob(F ), a connected component of F ∩St, is called regular if l does not contain
a tangency point, and singular otherwise. Regular leaves are classified into the following
three types:
a-arc : An arc whose one of its endpoints lies on B and the other lies on ∂F .
b-arc : An arc whose endpoints both lie on B.
c-circle : A simple closed curve.
We say that an elliptic point v is positive (resp. negative) if the binding B is positively
(resp. negatively) transverse to F at v. The sign of the hyperbolic point h is positive
(resp. negative) if the positive normal direction of F at h agrees (resp. disagrees) with the
direction of t. We denote the sign of a singular point x by sgn(x). See Figure 1, where we
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describe an elliptic point by a hollowed circle with its sign inside, a hyperbolic point by a
black dot with the sign indicated nearby, and positive normals ~nF to F by dashed arrows.
(1) (2)
(3) (4)
B B
~nF ~nF
~nF ~nF
FF
t t
t t
F F
Figure 1. Signs of singularities and normal vectors ~nF .
The neighborhoods of hyperbolic points as depicted in Figure 2 are called regions. There
are six types of regions according to the types of nearby regular leaves of the hyperbolic
points; aa-tile, ab-tile, bb-tile, ac-annulus, bc-annulus, and cc-pants.
aa-tile ab-tile bb-tile
ac-annulus bc-annulus cc-pants
Figure 2. Six types of regions.
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For a region R of type aa, ac, bc, or cc, some components of the boundary ∂R are
possibly identified in F (see Figure 3). In such case we say that R is degenerate. Certain
degenerate regions cannot exist because of (F i). We denote by sgn(R) the sign of the
hyperbolic point contained in the region R. The surface F is decomposed into the union
of regions whose interiors are disjoint [22, Proposition 2.15].
identified identified identified
Degenerate aa-tile Degenerate bc-annulus forbidden
(i) (ii) (iii)
Figure 3. (i, ii) Degenerate regions. (iii) A forbidden region.
We will often take the following homotopical properties of leaves into account.
Definition 2.1. Let b be a b-arc in St. We say that:
(1) b is essential if b is not boundary-parallel in St \ (St ∩ ∂F ),
(2) b is strongly essential if b is not boundary-parallel in St,
(3) b is separating if b separates the page St into two connected components.
For a b-arc the conditions ‘boundary parallel in St’ and ‘non-strongly essential’ are equiv-
alent.
Definition 2.2. An elliptic point v is called strongly essential if every b-arc that ends at v
is strongly essential. An open book foliation Fob(F ) is called (strongly) essential if all the
b-arcs are (strongly) essential.
The next lemma may be one of the most useful results about open book foliations, which
claims that the existence of strongly essential elliptic points gives an estimate of the FDTC.
See [24, Section 5] for further relationships between open book foliations and the FDTC.
Lemma 2.3. [24, Lemma 5.1] Let v be an elliptic point of Fob(F ) lying on a binding
component C ⊂ ∂S. Assume that v is strongly essential and there are no a-arcs around v.
Let p (resp. n) be the number of positive (resp. negative) hyperbolic points that are joined
with v by a singular leaf.
(1) If sgn(v) = +1 then −n ≤ c(φ,C) ≤ p.
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(2) If sgn(v) = −1 then −p ≤ c(φ,C) ≤ n.
The embedding of F near a hyperbolic point can be described as follows: Recall that a
hyperbolic point is a saddle tangency of a page and F . Consider a saddle-shaped subsurface
of F where leaves l1 and l2 (possibly l1 = l2) as in Figure 4 are sitting on a page St. As t
increases (the page moves up) the leaves approach along a properly embedded arc γ ⊂ St
(dashed in Figure 4) joining l1 and l2 and switch the configuration. See the passage in
Figure 4. We call γ a describing arc of the hyperbolic point. Up to isotopy, γ is uniquely
determined and conversely γ uniquely determines an embedding of the saddle. We often
put the sign of a hyperbolic point near its describing arc.
γ F
l2
l1 l2
γl1 St
Figure 4. A describing arc (dashed) for a hyperbolic singularity.
The complement M(S,φ) \ S0 of the page S0 can be identified with S × [0, 1]/ ∼∂ , where
∼∂ is an equivalence relation (x, t) ∼∂ (x, s) for x ∈ ∂S and s, t ∈ [0, 1]. Let
(2.1) P : (S × [0, 1]/ ∼∂)→ S
be the projection defined by P(x, t) = x. To compare leaves in different pages we often use
the projection P. For example, by saying “b-arcs b ∈ St and b
′ ∈ St′ intersect” we mean
the arcs P(b) and P(b′) intersect in S.
A movie presentation [22] of F describes how F is embedded up to isotopy: Take 0 =
s0 < s1 < · · · < sk = 1 such that Ssi is a regular page and there exists exactly one
hyperbolic point hi in each interval (si, si+1). The sequence of slices {(Ssi , Ssi ∩ F )} with
a describing arc of hi is called a movie presentation.
Example 2.4. Let (D2, id) be an open book decomposition of S3. Consider a 2-sphere F
embedded in S3 as shown in Figure 5-(a). Figure 5-(b) depicts the entire picture of Fob(F )
and Figure 5-(c) is a movie presentation.
Both the surface F and the ambient manifold M are oriented. Let ~nF be a positive
normal to F . We orient each leaf of Fob(F ), for both regular and singular, so that if we
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(a) (b)
(c)
S0 S 1
2
S1
−
+
id
Figure 5. A movie presentation. Dashed arrows indicate normals ~nF to F .
stand up on the positive side of F and walk along a leaf in the positive direction then
the positive side of the corresponding page St of the open book is on our left. In other
words, at a non-singular point p on a leaf l ⊂ (St ∩ F ) let ~nS be a positive normal to St
then Xob = ~nS × ~nF is a positive tangent to l. As a consequence, positive/negative elliptic
points become sources/sinks of the vector field Xob.
Here is a useful fact about the sign of a hyperbolic point, its describing arc and ~nF .
Observation 2.5. A hyperbolic point is positive (resp. negative) if and only if positive
normals ~nF point out of (resp. into) its describing arc. See Figure 6.
The graph G−− = G−−(F ) of Fob(F ) is a graph which consists of negative elliptic points,
negative hyperbolic points and the unstable separatrices for negative hyperbolic points in
aa- ab- and bb-tiles. The vertices of G−− are the negative elliptic points in ab- and bb-tiles
and the end points of the edges of G−− that lie on ∂F , called fake vertices. Similarly, the
graph G++ consists of positive elliptic points, positive hyperbolic points and the stable
separatrices of positive hyperbolic points.
Definition 2.6. [22, Definition 4.1] An embedded disc D ⊂ M(S,φ) whose boundary is a
positively braided unknot is called a transverse overtwisted disc if
(1) G−− is a connected tree with no fake vertices.
(2) G++ is homeomorphic to S
1.
(3) Fob(D) contains no c-circles.
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~nF ~nF
+
−
Figure 6. Observation 2.5. Relation of the signs of hyperbolic points,
describing arcs (thik dashed) and normal vectors ~nF (dashed gray arrows).
As proved in [22, Proposition 4.2, Corollary 4.6] an open book (S, φ) supports an over-
twisted contact structure if and only if M(S,φ) contains a transverse overtwisted disc.
In [25], we study operations on open book foliations including b-arc foliation changes:
Theorem 2.7 (b-arc foliation change). [25, Theorem 3.1, Proposition 3.2] Assume that
the open book foliation Fob(F ) contains two tiles R1, R2 satisfying the following conditions
(i)–(iii), see Figure 7-(a):
(i): Ri (i = 1, 2) is either an ab-tile or a bb-tile.
(ii): sgn(R1) = sgn(R2) = ε ∈ {+1,−1}.
(iii): R1 and R2 are adjacent at exactly one leaf that is a separating b-arc, b.
Then there is an ambient isotopy Φτ :M →M supported on M \B such that:
(1) F ′ = Φ1(F ) admits an open book foliation Fob(F
′). If Fob(F ) is essential then so
is Fob(F
′).
(2) The region decomposition of Fob(F
′) contains regions R′1, R
′
2, see Figure 7-(b,c)
such that:
(a) Each R′i is an aa-, ab-, or bb-tile.
(b) sgn(R′1) = sgn(R
′
2) = ε as in (ii) above.
(c) Φ1(R1 ∪R2) = R
′
1 ∪R
′
2.
(d) R′1 ∩R
′
2 is exactly one leaf, l, of type a or b.
(e) The numbers of the hyperbolic points connected to the elliptic points v and w
by a singular leaf decrease both by one, though the total number of hyperbolic
points remains the same.
(3) Φt preserves the region decomposition of F \ (R1 ∪R2).
(4) If ∂F is non-empty then Φt(∂F ) is a closed braid with respect to (S, φ) for all
t ∈ [0, 1], i.e., L = ∂F and L′ = ∂F ′ are braid isotopic.
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(a)
b
ε ε
R1R2
w
v
(b)
ε
ε
R′2
R′1
l
w
v
(c)
ε
ε
R′2
R′1
l
w
v
Figure 7. Transitions (a)→(b) and (a)→(c) are b-arc foliation changes.
At each corner hole a negative elliptic point (reps. the boundary of F ) is
placed if Ri is a bb-tile (reps. ab-tile).
3. Outline of the proof of Theorem 1.1
The rest of the paper is devoted to proving Theorem 1.1. In this section we give an
overview of the proof. Assume that a planar open book (S, φ) supports an overtwisted
contact structure. We start with an arbitrary transverse overtwisted disc D in M(S,φ) and
introduce a complexity of D which measures how far D is from having the property (SE1).
We construct a new transverse overtwisted disc D′ whose complexity is less than that of
D. By standard induction on the complexity we finish the proof.
Here is a more detailed outline.
In Section 4, as an intermediate step we construct from D an embedded disc D∗ by
replacing a boundary parallel (i.e., non-strongly essential) b-arc of D with a non-essential
b-arc.
In Section 5, we study the open book foliation of D∗ and show how Fob(D∗) is related
to Fob(D) (cf. Figure 20).
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In Section 6, we construct a transverse overtwisted disc D′ from D∗. After studying
basic properties of D′ we define a complexity of a transverse overtwisted disc and prove
that D′ has smaller complexity than that of the original D.
In Section 7, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1.
4. Movie presentation of the intermediate disc D∗
Let (S, φ) be a planar open book supporting an overtwisted contact structure. Let D
be a transverse overtwisted disk in M(S,φ). Assume that D does not satisfy the property
(SE1) stated in Theorem 1.1.
In this section we construct a disc D∗ from D mentioned in Section 3. This is a crucial
intermediate step to find an overtwisted disc with (SE1). We do this by converting a
boundary parallel b-arc into a non-essential b-arc.
By [24, Theorem 3.2] we may assume that Fob(D) is essential.
Let v ∈ G−−(D) be a valence one vertex. That is, v is a negative elliptic point of Fob(D)
and the number of negative hyperbolic points connected to v by a singular leaf is one.
Let m be the number of positive hyperbolic points connected to v by a singular leaf. Call
the positive (resp. negative) hyperbolic points h1, . . . , hm (resp. h−). At v one bb-tile
R− containing h− and m ab-tiles R1, . . . , Rm containing h1, . . . , hm respectively meet. Let
Ω0, . . . ,Ωm denote the positive elliptic points which are connected to v by a b-arc such
that Ωi ∈ ∂Ri ∩ ∂Ri+1 and Ω0,Ωm ∈ ∂R−. For t ∈ [0, 1] we denote the b-arc in the page
St that ends at v by bt, see Figure 8-(a).
(a) (b)
v
Ω0
Ω1
Ωm−1
Ωm
h1
hm
h−
v
Ω0
S0
∆
xn
x2
x1
b0
A

Figure 8. (a) Fob(D) near the valence one vertex v. (b) The leaf box
A (Definition 4.2) in the page S0 represents the set of leaves bounded by
b0. The label A
 is upside-down because the orientation of the binding is
downward.
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We may assume that the page S0 = φ(S1) is a regular fiber. Denote the singular fiber
that contains hi by Sti where ti ∈ (0, 1). There exists a small ε > 0 such that:
• h− ∈ S1−ε.
• For any distinct singular fibers St and St′ we have |t− t
′| > 2ε.
• The family {St | ti − ε ≤ t ≤ ti + ε} contains exactly one hyperbolic point which is
hi.
• 0 < t1 < t2 < · · · < tm < 1.
Lemma 4.1. With some perturbation of D we may assume that:
(P1): The b-arc bt is non-separating for all t ∈ (t1, tm) with t 6= t1, . . . , tm.
Proof. Assume that bt is separating for some t ∈ (ti, ti+1). Then the ab-tiles Ri and Ri+1
meet along a separating b-arc. Since sgn(Ri) = sgn(Ri+1), applying a b-arc foliation
change (Theorem 2.7) the region Ri ∪Ri+1 is replaced by the union of one positive ab-tile
and one positive aa-tile. See the passage (a) in Figure 9. The new aa-tile can be eliminated
by destabilizing the closed braid ∂D, see Figure 9-(b). The resulting disc is a transverse
overtwisted disc.
As a consequence, the family of separating b-arcs {bt | t ∈ (ti, ti+1)} disappears and the
number of positive elliptic points connected to v decreases by one. 
From now we assume that v ∈ Fob(D) is a non-strongly essential, valence one vertex
satisfying the property (P1). This means that either b0 or b1−2ε is boundary parallel (i.e.,
non-strongly essential). We may assume that b0 is boundary parallel in S0 and cobounds
a disc ∆ ⊂ S0 with a binding component. (The other case can be treated similarly.) Let
∂′∆ := ∂∆ \ b0. Since Fob(D) is essential Int(∆) intersects D. Hence ∂
′∆ contains elliptic
points, x1, . . . , xn.
Definition 4.2. Let A := Int(∆) ∩D ⊂ S0 be the set of leaves contained in ∆. The end
points of A are x1, . . . , xn. In movie presentations, A is represented by a gray box labeled
A as depicted in Figure 8-(b). We call it a leaf box for A.
The following is a key observation where the planar assumption of S plays a crucial role.
Lemma 4.3. Assume that S is planar. Let v be a non-strongly essential, valence one vertex
satisfying (P1) such that b0 is boundary parallel in S0. Then D satisfies the property
(P2): Ωi 6∈ ∂
′∆ for all i = 1, . . . ,m. That is, Ωi 6= x1, . . . , xn for all i = 1, . . . ,m.
Proof. Assume that Ωi ∈ ∂
′∆ for some i = 1, . . . ,m− 1. Since S is planar the b-arc bti+ε
connecting v and Ωi is separating, which contradicts (P1).
Next we show that Ωm 6∈ ∂
′∆. Using the projection P in (2.1) we compare objects in
different pages. Since the family {bt | 1 − 2ε ≤ t ≤ 1 ∼ 0} contains only one hyperbolic
point which is h−, the interiors of P(b1−2ε) and P(b0) have zero geometric intersection.
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separating b-arc v
Ωi−1ΩiΩi+1
Ωi−1
v
Ωi+1
hihi+1
h′
h′
h′
h′′
(a)
(b)
(c)
RiRi+1
Figure 9. (Lemma 4.1): If the bb-tiles Ri and Ri+1 are adjacent at a
separating b-arc then we apply:
(a) b-arc foliation change.
(b) destabilization of the closed braid ∂D.
(c) rescaling the open book foliation.
Therefore, if Ωm ∈ ∂
′∆ then the b-arc P(b1−2ε) must be included in P(∆). However, since
h− is a negative hyperbolic point, Observation 2.5 implies that P(b1−2ε) must lie on the
right of P(b0) near v (i.e., P(b1−2ε) is outside P(∆)), which is a contradiction. 
Now by modifying D we construct a new embedded disc D∗. The elliptic points
v,Ω0, . . . ,Ωm and the b-arc b0 ⊂ S0 are kept the same under the construction. How-
ever b0 of the new disc D∗ will become non-essential. We do this by moving the the set of
leaves A out of ∆ at the cost of introducing new singular points. The disc D∗ may not be
a transverse overtwisted disc, but is similar to a transverse overtwisted disc in the sense
that ∂D∗ violates the Bennequin-Eliashberg inequality.
The definition of D∗ is given in four steps of movie presentations.
Step 1: Movie for t ∈ [0, t1 + ε].
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See Figure 10, where the left column depicts a movie presentation of D for t ∈ [0, t1+ ε]
near ∆ ∪ bt1+ε. We can identify {bt | 0 ≤ t < t1}
∼= (∂∆ \ ∂′∆) × [0, t1) and may assume
the region ∆× [0, t1) contains no hyperbolic points. Thus D ∩ (∆× [0, t1)) ∼= A× [0, t1).
A movie presentation of D∗ for t ∈ [0, t1 + ε] near ∆∪ bt1+ε is given in the right column
of Figure 10. There are no leaves in ∆ × {t} for t ∈ [0, t1), i.e., no elliptic points on ∂
′∆.
Instead, for each page new elliptic points x
(1)
1 , . . . , x
(1)
n with sgn(x
(1)
j ) = sgn(xj) and a copy
of the leaves A are placed on the right-hand side of Ω1.
0 ≤ t < t1 − εΩ0
A

x1
xn
v Ω1
t = t1 − εΩ0
A

x1
xn
v Ω1+
h1
t1 < t ≤ t1 + εΩ0
A

x1
xn
v Ω1
bt1+ε
Ω0
0 ≤ t < t1 − ε
A
x
(1)
n
x
(1)
1
v Ω1
Ω0 t = t1 − ε
v Ω1
x
(1)
n
x
(1)
1
A
+
h1
Ω0 t1 < t ≤ t1 + ε
v Ω1
x
(1)
n
x
(1)
1
A
bt1+ε
(Movie of D) (Movie of D∗)
Figure 10. Step 1: The movie presentations ofD andD∗ for t ∈ [0, t1+ε].
Dashed gray arrows in the middle row indicate normals ~nD and ~nD∗ .
Away from the neighborhood of ∆ ∪ bt1+ε the disks D and D∗ have the same movie
presentation, except that we put elliptic points x
(i)
1 , . . . , x
(i)
n with sgn(x
(i)
j ) = sgn(xj) and
a copy of A on the right-hand side of Ωi for each i = 2, . . . ,m, see Figure 11. These
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copies of A will be used in Step 3 to “switch legs”. The property (P2) guarantees that
x
(i)
1 , . . . , x
(i)
n 6∈ ∂′∆ for all i = 1, . . . ,m.
Ωi Ωi
x
(i)
1
x
(i)
2
x
(i)
n
A
D ∩ St D∗ ∩ St
Figure 11. Step 1: In the page St for t ∈ [0, t1 + ε] we put elliptic
points x
(i)
1 , . . . , x
(i)
n and a copy of A on the right-hand side of Ωi for each
i = 1, . . . ,m.
Step 2: Movie for t ∈ [ti + ε, ti+1 − ε) (i = 1, 2, . . . ,m− 1) and [tm + ε, 1− 2ε).
The left sketch of Figure 12 depicts the slice D∩St for t ∈ [ti+ ε, ti+1− ε) near ∂
′∆∪ bt.
For t ∈ [0, 1] let Xt ⊂ St be the set of leaves connected to ∂
′∆ (i.e., end at the elliptic
points x1, . . . , xn). For t ∈ [0, t1] the set Xt is identical to A. For t ∈ (t1, 1] the set Xt may
not be the same as A because the leaf from xi in the page St may be a singular leaf and
contain a hyperbolic point. In movie presentations Xt is denoted by a leaf box labeled X

or Xt (we often omit the subscript t for simplicity).
By legs of X we mean subset of X near x1, . . . , xn (n arcs coming out of the leaf box
for X). The points x1, . . . , xn are called feet of the legs. We construct D∗ for the interval
[ti + ε, ti+1 − ε) by sliding the legs of Xt ⊂ St along the b-arc bt, see the right sketch of
Figure 12. This can be made possible due to (P2).
If for some t∗ ∈ [ti+ ε, ti+1− ε) the set of leaves Xt∗ contains a hyperbolic point h
∗ then
we use the same describing arc of h∗ (dashed arc in Figure 13) to define a hyperbolic point
of the same sign. We can do this because the describing arc does not intersect the b-arc
bt∗−δ where δ ≪ ε.
Away from the neighborhood of ∂′∆∪ bt we define D∗ so that the movie presentations of
D and D∗ are identical, except that on the right-hand side of Ωk for each k 6= i the elliptic
points x
(k)
1 , . . . , x
(k)
n and a copy of A are placed (see Figure 14).
Step 3: Movie for t ∈ [ti − ε, ti + ε] where i = 2, . . . ,m.
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Ω0 Ω0
Xt
bt
bt
Xt
x1
xn x
(i)
n
x
(i)
1
v vΩi Ωi
(Slice D ∩ St) (Slice D∗ ∩ St)
Figure 12. Step 2: The slices D∗ ∩ St and D∗ ∩ St for t ∈ [ti + ε, ti+1 − ε).
(t=t∗−δ) (t=t∗−δ)
(t=t∗+δ) (t=t∗+δ)
Ω0 Ω0
x1
xj
xn
v vΩi
x
(i)
n
x
(i)
j
x
(i)
1
Ωi
h∗ h∗
±
bt∗−δ
bt∗+δ
Ω0 Ω0
x1
xj
xn
v v
Ωi
x
(i)
n
x
(i)
j
x
(i)
1
Ωi
(Movie of D) (Movie of D∗)
bt∗−δ
bt∗+δ
Figure 13. Step 2: Treatment of a hyperbolic point where δ ≪ ε.
On each page St we put a copy of A on the right-hand side of Ωk for each k 6= i − 1, i
as depicted in Figure 14.
The construction of D∗ near Ωi−1 and Ωi is summarized in Figure 15. The detail is
described in two sub-steps. Since hti is the only hyperbolic point of Fob(D) in the interval
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Ωk Ωk
x
(k)
1
x
(k)
2
x
(k)
n
A
D ∩ St D∗ ∩ St
Figure 14. Step 2: In the page St for t ∈ [ti + ε, ti+1 − ε] we put a copy
of A on the right-hand side of Ωk for each k 6= i.
Step 3: In the page St for t ∈ [ti − ε, ti + ε] we put a copy of A on the
right-hand side of Ωk for each k 6= i− 1, i.
Step 4: In the page St for t ∈ [1−2ε, 1] we put a copy of A on the right-hand
side of Ωk for each k 6= m.
[ti − ε, ti + ε], we have Xt ∼= Xti−ε for all t ∈ [ti − ε, ti + ε]. We may denote Xt simply by
X.
Ω0 Ω0
t = ti − ε t = ti + ε
X X
A
A
v v
Ωi Ωi
Ωi−1Ωi−1
x
(i−1)
n
x
(i−1)
1
x
(i)
n
x
(i)
1
x
(i−1)
n
x
(i−1)
1
x
(i)
n
x
(i)
1
Figure 15. A movie presentation of D∗ before and after Step 3 near Ωi−1
and Ωi.
Step 3-1: Movie for t ∈ [ti − ε, ti +
1
2ε] near Ωi−1 and Ωi.
See Figure 16. For each page St near Ωi−1 and Ωi the slice D∗ ∩ St is exactly the same
as D ∩ St except that a copy of A is added on the right-hand side of Ωi and the legs of X
are moved to the right-hand side of Ωi−1.
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Ω0 Ω0
t = ti − ε t = ti − ε
X X
x1
xn
v vΩi−1
Ωi Ωi
x
(i)
1
x
(i)
n
x
(i−1)
n
x
(i−1)
1
Ωi−1
hi
+
hi
+
A
bt
bt
Ω0 Ω0t = ti + ε2 t = ti +
ε
2
X X
x1
xn
v vΩi−1
Ωi Ωi
x
(i)
1
x
(i)
n
x
(i−1)
n
x
(i−1)
1
Ωi−1
(Movie of D) (Movie of D∗)
A
bt
bt
Figure 16. Step 3-1 for t ∈ [ti − ε, ti +
1
2ε].
Step 3-2: Movie for t ∈ (ti +
ε
2 , ti + ε] near Ωi−1 and Ωi.
(3-2-1): Suppose that the leaf of Fob(D) from x1 in the page S0 (i.e., in the set of
leaves A) is an a-arc. Then in the page Sti+ε/2 the leaf from x
(i)
1 must be an a-arc. In the
page Sti+ε/2 join this a-arc and the leg of X landing on x
(i−1)
1 by a (+) describing arc that
lies near bti+ε/2 as in Figure 17-(1). After changing the configuration, the leaf from x
(i−1)
1
becomes an a-arc and x
(i)
1 is connected to X as in Figure 17-(2).
(3-2-2): Suppose that the leaf of Fob(D) from x1 in the page S0 is a b-arc, b. Let
xj ∈ ∂
′∆ be the other endpoint of b. We have sgn(x1) = −sgn(xj). Let A
′ denote the
subset of A enclosed by b. Put A′′ := A \ (A′ ∪ b). As a result of Step 3-1, in the slice
D∗ ∩ Sti+ε/2 the elliptic points x
(i)
1 and x
(i)
j are joined by a b-arc, b
(i), and b(i) encloses a
copy of A′ as depicted in Figure 18-(1).
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(1) (2)
Ω0 Ω0
X X
v vΩi−1
Ωi Ωi
x
(i−1)
j
x
(i−1)
1
Ωi−1
x
(i)
j
x
(i)
1
x
(i−1)
j
x
(i−1)
1
x
(i)
j
x
(i)
1
(bti−ε)
bti+ε/2
Figure 17. Step 3-2-1: Movie of D∗.
(a) Join the b-arc b(i) and the leg X landing on x
(i−1)
1 by a describing arc lying near
bti+ε as in Figure 18-(1). Call the resulting hyperbolic point h. Note that sgn(h) =
sgn(x1). As in the passage (a) of Figure 18 the configuration changes so that the
leaf box X and x
(i)
1 are connected, and x
(i)
j and x
(i−1)
1 are joined by a b-arc.
(b) Apply to the legs of A′ the operations of Step 3-2-1 or Step 3-2-2 (a) until A′ is
completely moved from near Ωi to near Ωi−1. See the passage (b) of Figure 18.
(c) Introduce a hyperbolic point, h, between the leaves from x
(i−1)
1 and x
(i−1)
j to enclose
A′ by a b-arc, b(i−1). See the passage (c) of Figure 18. The sign of the hyperbolic
point h is opposite to that of h. Therefore,
(4.1) sgn(h) = −sgn(h) = sgn(x1).
(d) Apply the above (a, b, c) to the leaf box A′′.
As a consequence, the entire leaf box A is moved to the right-hand side of Ωi−1 from
the right-hand side of Ωi and the leaves from x
(i−1)
1 , . . . , x
(i−1)
n are connected to A. See
Figure 15.
Step 4: Movie for t ∈ [1− 2ε, 1].
In the interval [1−2ε, 1] there is only one hyperbolic point h− ∈ S1−ε. Its describing arc
is depicted in the upper-left sketch of Figure 19. Recall (Step 2) for t ∈ [tm + ε, 1 − 2ε]
where the slice D∗∩S1−2ε is obtained from the slice D∩S1−2ε by sliding the legs of A along
b1−2ε. We give D∗ a negative hyperbolic point (we call it h− with the same name) in the
page S1−ε defined by the describing arc as depicted in the upper-right sketch of Figure 19.
The region between the describing arc and the binding component ∂′∆ contains no leaves.
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(1) (2)
(3)(4)
(a)
(b)
(c)
Ω0 Ω0
X X
v vΩi−1 Ωi−1
Ωi Ωi
x
(i−1)
j
x
(i−1)
1
x
(i−1)
j
x
(i−1)
1
x
(i)
j
x
(i)
1
x
(i)
j
x
(i)
1bti+ε/2
b(i)
A′ A′
h
Ω0 Ω0
X X
v vΩi−1 Ωi−1
Ωi Ωi
x
(i−1)
j
x
(i−1)
1
x
(i−1)
j
x
(i−1)
1
x
(i)
j
x
(i)
1
x
(i)
j
x
(i)
1
A′ A′
A′′
A′′
A′′
A′′
b(i−1) h
Figure 18. Step 3-2-2: Movie of D∗.
Therefore, the b-arc b0 ⊂ S0 of D∗ is boundary parallel in S0 \ (S0 ∩D∗), in other words
b0 is non-essential.
Away from ∂′∆ ∪ b1−2ε we define D∗ so that the slices D ∩ St and D∗ ∩ St are identical
except for the added m copies of A on the right-hand side of Ωi for each i = 1, . . . ,m− 1.
See Figure 14. The copies of A on the page S1 and the copies of A on the page S0 can be
identified under the monodoromy φ since all these copies of A are very close to the binding
and φ = id near the binding.
Thus φ(D∗ ∩ S1) = D∗ ∩ S0. We glue D∗ ∩ S1 and D∗ ∩ S0 by φ and obtain a properly
embedded surface D∗ with non-essential b-arc b0. In the next section (Proposition 5.1) we
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t = 1− 2ε t = 1− 2ε
t = 1 t = 1
Ω0
A

x1
xn
v Ωm
h−
Ω0
A

x1
xn
v Ωmb0
Ω0
A
x
(m)
n
x
(m)
1
v Ωm
h−
Ω0
v Ωm
x
(m)
n
x
(m)
1
b0
A
(Movie of D) (Movie of D∗)
Figure 19. Step 4:
will show that D∗ is indeed a disc by studying how the open book foliation of D∗ is related
to the open book foliation of D. This completes the construction of D∗.
5. Open book foliation of D∗
In this section we describe the open book foliation of D∗ and explain how Fob(D∗) is
related to Fob(D). To construct D∗ recall that we started with D and removed a neigh-
borhoods of the elliptic points x1, . . . , xn ∈ ∂
′∆ then added new elliptic points x
(i)
1 , . . . , x
(i)
n
for i = 1, . . . ,m.
Proposition 5.1. The open book foliation of D∗ is obtained from the open book foliation
of D with the following changes.
(1) Near the negative elliptic point v the open book foliation Fob(D∗) is identical to
Fob(D) as depicted in Figure 8
(2) If the leaf from xj contained in the page S0 is an a-arc then the change near xj can
be depicted as in Figure 20-(a). In other words, a neighborhood of xj is replaced by
a region consisting of m positive elliptic points and m−1 positive hyperbolic points.
(3) If xj and xk are joined by a b-arc in S0 then the change near xj and xk can be
depicted as in Figure 20-(b), In other words, a neighborhood of the b-arc is replaced
by a region containing m positive and m negative elliptic points and m− 1 positive
and m − 1 negative hyperbolic points whose signs are determined by the condition
(4.1).
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Therefore, the surface D∗ is a disc.
(a)
(b)
Fob(D)
Fob(D)
Fob(D∗)
Fob(D∗)
xj
xj
xk
t=0
t=0
+
x
(m)
j x
(2)
j x
(1)
j
+
−
x
(m)
j
x
(m)
k
x
(2)
j
x
(2)
k
x
(1)
j
x
(1)
k
Figure 20. (Proposition 5.1-(2), (3)) Open book foliations Fob(D) and
Fob(D∗) near xj. Here (b) illustrates the case sgn(xj) = −sgn(xk) = +1.
Proof of Proposition 5.1-(1). In the construction of D∗ we keep the same elliptic points
v,Ω0, . . . ,Ωm, the b-arcs bt and the hyperbolic points h−, h1, . . . , hm. Therefore Fob(D∗)
and Fob(D) are identical near v. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1-(2). Let j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Suppose that the leaf from the elliptic
point xj of D contained in the page S0 (hence contained in the leaf box A
) is an a-arc.
This imposes sgn(xj) = +1, hence sgn(x
(i)
j ) = sgn(xj) = +1 for all i = 1, . . . ,m. In the
following we compare the changes in foliations and Step 1, . . . , Step 4 of the construction
of D∗ in Section 4.
The open book foliation for Step 1
Let t ∈ [0, t1 + ε]. Recall the operations in Figure 10 and Figure 11. For each page St we
remove the positive elliptic point xj and the a-arc emanating from xj then add positive
elliptic points x
(1)
j , . . . , x
(m)
j and a-arcs emanating from x
(1)
j , . . . , x
(m)
j . The union of these
a-arcs for t ∈ [0, t1 + ε] is m disjoint union of fan-shaped regions with the pivotal points
x
(1)
j , . . . , x
(m)
j as depicted in the top row of Figure 21.
The open book foliation for Step 2
Let i ∈ {1, . . . ,m− 1} and t ∈ [ti + ε, ti+1 − ε). A similar argument works for i = m.
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[Step 1]
x
(i)
j
t = 0
t = t1 + ε
t = 0
t = ti+ε
t = ti+1−εx
(k)
j
(k 6= i)
[Step 2]
t = 0
t = ti+ε
t = ti+1−ε
x
(i)
j
t = ti+ε
t = ti+1−ε
xj
Fob(D)
x
(k)
j
(k 6= i, i− 1)
[Step 3]
t = 0
t = ti−ε
t = ti+ε
t = 0 t = 0
x
(i)
j
x
(i−1)
j
t = ti−ε
t = ti+ε
This space will be filled by
a-arcs by Steps 2, 3 and 4.
t = ti+εt = ti−ε
Figure 21. (Proposition 5.1-(2)) Open book foliation of D∗ near x
(i)
j , in
the case the leaf from xj in the page S0 is an a-arc.
Suppose that k 6= i. In the page St we give D∗ an a-arc emanating from x
(k)
j as depicted
in Figure 14. The union of the a-arcs for t ∈ [ti + ε, ti+1 − ε) is a fan-shaped region with
the pivotal point x
(k)
j (see the light gray region in Figure 21).
Suppose that k = i. The construction depicted in Figures 12 and 13 shows that the
union of leaves emanating from the elliptic point x
(i)
j for the interval [ti + ε, ti+1 − ε) (the
light gray region in the middle sketch of Figure 21) and the union of leaves emanating from
xj (the right sketch of Figure 21) are exactly the same.
The open book foliation for Step 3
Fix i ∈ {2, . . . ,m} and let t ∈ [ti − ε, ti + ε).
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Suppose that k 6= i − 1, i. By the operation depicted in Figure 14 the leaf emanating
from x
(k)
j in the page St is an a-arc. The union of these a-arcs for the interval [ti− ε, ti+ ε)
forms a fan-shaped region with the pivotal point x
(k)
j (the light gray region in the left
sketch of Figure 21).
Next we study the open book foliation near x
(i−1)
j and x
(i)
j . Let t ∈ [ti− ε, ti +
1
2ε]. Due
to Step 3-1 (Figure 16) the leaves in S0 from x
(i−1)
j and x
(i)
j are regular. In the interval
[ti +
ε
2 , ti + ε], Step 3-2-1 (Figure 17) introduces a positive hyperbolic point in order to
switch the foot of the leg of X from x
(i−1)
j to x
(i)
j . The light gray region in the bottom
right sketch of Figure 21 is filled.
The open book foliation for Step 4
Step 4 does nothing special to the a-arcs emanating from x
(i)
j for every i = 1, . . . ,m.
Therefore the family of a-arcs for the interval [1− 2ε, 1] form a fan-shaped region with the
pivotal point x
(i)
j . The a-arc in the page S1 and the a-arc in S0 are identified under the
monodromy φ. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1-(3). Assume that the elliptic points xj and xk (1 ≤ j < k ≤ n) of
Fob(D) are joined by a b-arc in the page S0 (hence the b-arc is contained in the leaf box
A).
The open book foliation for Step 1
Let t ∈ [0, t1 + ε]. In every page St, Step 1 adds a copy of A on the right-hand side of
Ωi for each i = 1, . . . ,m, thus the elliptic points x
(i)
j and x
(i)
k are joined by a b-arc. This
yields m disjoint bigons foliated by b-arcs as shown in the top row of Figure 22.
The open book foliation for Step 2
Let i ∈ {1, . . . ,m− 1} and t ∈ [ti + ε, ti+1 − ε). A similar argument works for i = m.
Suppose that l 6= i. In the page St we give D∗ a b-arc joining x
(l)
j and x
(l)
j as depicted
in Figure 14. The family of the b-arcs for t ∈ [ti + ε, ti+1 − ε) yields a bigon.
Suppose that l = i. The construction depicted in Figures 12 and 13 shows that the open
book foliation of D near xj and xk and the open book foliation of D∗ near x
(l)
j and x
(l)
k are
identical. See the light gray region in the middle row of Figure 22.
The open book foliation for Step 3
Let i ∈ {2, . . . ,m}, and let l 6= i− 1, i and t ∈ [ti − ε, ti + ε). By the operation depicted in
Figure 14 in the page St the elliptic points x
(l)
j and x
(l)
k are joined by a b-arc. The family
of the b-arcs for the interval [ti − ε, ti + ε) yields a bigon.
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Figure 22. (Proposition 5.1-(3)) The open book foliation of D∗ near x
(i)
j
and x
(i)
k , in the case that xj and xk (j < k) are joined by a b-arc in the page
S0. The left (resp. right) column illustrates the case sgn(xj) = −sgn(xk) =
+1 (resp. −1).
Let l = i − 1, i. In the page St for t ∈ [ti − ε, ti +
1
2ε] due to Step 3-1 (Figure 16)
x
(l)
j and x
(l)
k are joined by a b-arc. The family of the b-arcs for the interval [ti − ε, ti +
1
2ε]
yields a bigon. In the interval [ti +
ε
2 , ti + ε], Step 3-2-2 (Figure 18) introduces two
hyperbolic points h and h in order to switch the feet of the legs of X from x
(i−1)
j to x
(i)
j
and from x
(i−1)
k to x
(i)
k . If sgn(xj) = −sgn(xk) = +1, by the sign constraint (4.1) we have
sgn(h) = −sgn(h) = +1. Putting Step 3-1 and Step 3-2-2 together we obtain a region
consisting of two tiles of type ab- or bb-, wee the light gray regions shown in the bottom
left sketch of Figure 22. If sgn(xj) = −sgn(xk) = −1 a parallel argument holds.
The open book foliation for Step 4
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Step 4 does nothing special to the b-arcs joining x
(i)
j and x
(i)
k for every i = 1, . . . ,m.
Therefore the family of the b-arcs for the interval [1 − 2ε, 1] form a bigon. The b-arc in
the page S1 and the b-arc in S0 are identified under the monodromy φ. 
Proposition 5.2. The disc D∗ has the following properties.
(i) The b-arc b0 ⊂ S0 of Fob(D∗) connecting v and Ω0 is not essential.
(ii) G−−(D∗) is a tree and the number of the valence 1 vertices of G−−(D∗) and that
of G−−(D) are the same.
(iii) The self-linking number sl(∂D∗,D∗) = 1, i.e., ∂D∗ does not satisfy the Bennequin-
Eliashberg inequality [15].
Proof. (i): By Step 4 of the construction of D∗, the b-arc b0 is not essential.
(ii): Suppose that xk ∈ ∂
′∆ is a negative elliptic point, that is xk is a vertex of the
graph G−−(D). As shown in Figure 20-(b) the graph G−−(D∗) is obtained by replacing
the vertex xk ∈ G−−(D) with the linear graph that connects x
(1)
j , . . . , x
(m)
j and contains
m− 1 negative hyperbolic points.
(iii): The self-linking number of a braid K with respect an open book (S, φ) bounding
a Seifert surface F can be computed by using the combinatorial formula proven in [22,
Proposition 3.2]
sl(K,F ) = −(e+ − e−) + (h+ − h−)
where e± is the number of ± elliptic points of the open book foliation Fob(F ) and h± is
the number of ± hyperbolic points of Fob(F ). By Definition 2.6 we have sl(∂D,D) = 1.
By (ii) we conclude sl(∂D∗,D∗) = sl(∂D,D) = 1. 
Remark 5.3. If S is a non-planar surface, it may be possible that Ωi ∈ ∂
′∆ for some i and
exist a non-separating b-arc connecting v and Ωi, i.e., the property (P2) may not hold.
Then the elliptic points x
(i)
1 , . . . , x
(i)
n of D∗ are placed on ∂
′∆ and Proposition 5.2-(i) may
not hold.
6. The new transverse overtwisted disc D′ and complexity
In this section we construct a transverse overtwisted disc D′. Recall the intermediate
disc D∗ constructed in Section 4 and studied in Section 5. By Proposition 5.2-(i), the b-arc
b0 ⊂ S0 is not essential and co-bounds a disc ∆ with ∂
′∆. We remove ∆ as shown in
Figure 23 and flatten the local extrema. As a result the negative elliptic point v ∈ Fob(D∗)
is removed. Call the resulting disc D∗∗. The open book foliation changes as in the passage
(1)→(2)→(3) of Figure 24.
This does not affect the self-linking number and we have sl(∂D∗∗,D∗∗) = sl(∂D∗,D∗) =
1 by Proposition 5.2-(iii). The Bennequin-Eliashberg inequality [15] does not hold for
D∗∗. Thus, we can apply the construction discussed in [22, Section 4] to D∗∗ and obtain a
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∆
b0
v
Ω0
D∗
Figure 23. Removing the non-essential b-arc b0.
(1) Fob(D∗)
Ω0Ω1
Ωm−1 Ωm
v
(2)
Ω1
Ωm−1
Ωm
(3) Fob(D∗∗)
Ω1
Ωm−1
Ωm
Figure 24. Construction of D∗∗.
transverse overtwisted disc D′. We call the whole construction
D → D∗ → D∗∗ → D
′
deforming D at v.
Proposition 6.1. The number of the valence 1 vertices of the graph G−−(D
′) is less than
or equal to that of G−−(D).
Proof. Note that G−−(D
′) = G−−(D∗∗). By the construction of D∗∗ the graph G−−(D∗∗)
is obtained from G−−(D∗) by removing the vertex v and the edge from v. The assertion
follows from Proposition 5.2-(iii). 
Remark 6.2. Here are remarks on D∗ and D∗∗.
(1) If m = 1, that is, if there is only one positive hyperbolic point connected to v,
then D∗∗ is already a transverse overtwisted disc so D
′ = D∗∗. In this case, the
operation D → D′ is nothing but an exchange move studied in [25].
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(2) The passage D → D∗ → D∗∗ does not require that D be a disc. We only need
the assumption that v is a non-strongly essential, valence one vertex of G−−(D).
Similar construction may apply to general surfaces embedded in M(S,φ).
At a first glance, Fob(D
′) looks more complicated than Fob(D), since we have introduced
many singularities, including negative elliptic points in order to remove the vertex v ∈
G−−(D). Our next task is to define a complexity of a transverse overtwisted disc and show
that the complexity of D′ is smaller than that of D.
Definition 6.3. Let D be a transverse overtwisted disc. Let
VD := the set of valence one, non-strongly essential vertices of G−−(D).
For v ∈ VD, the branch B(v) is the maximal connected subgraph of G−−(D) containing v
and valence ≤ 2, non-strongly essential vertices of G−−(D). See Figure 25.
B(v)
v
B(u)
u
B(w)
w
G−−
: non-strongly essential negative elliptic point
: strongly essential negative elliptic point
Figure 25. Examples of branches.
Definition 6.4. Let v ∈ VD and w ∈ B(v). Let b ⊂ St be a non-strongly essential b-arc
ending at w. That is, b cobounds a disc ∆ ⊂ St with a sub-arc α, of the binding. We
define the nesting level of b as follows (see also Figure 26):
(1) If B(v) ∩ α is empty then we define the nesting level of b to be zero.
(2) If B(v) ∩ α is non-empty then let k be the maximal nesting level of the b-arcs in
St that end at B(v) ∩ α. The nesting level of b is defined to be k + 1.
Definition 6.5. For v ∈ VD and w ∈ B(v) we define NLD(w) ∈ Z the nesting level of w
with respect to D by
NLD(w) = max{the nesting level of b | b is a non-strongly essential b-arc ending at w}.
Definition 6.6. Let Ck be the number of the vertices w of B(v) of the nesting level
NLD(w) = k. The complexity of v ∈ VD is a sequence of non-negative integers
CD(v) = (. . . , Ck, Ck−1, . . . , C1, C0).
We compare sequences by the lexicographical order (from the left). For example
(. . . , 0, 0, 1, 1, 4) > (. . . , 0, 0, 9, 42).
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w
2
0
0
0
1
∈ B(v)
6∈ B(v)
b
Figure 26. The nesting level of the b-arc b is 2. We take into account only
the b-arcs that end at elliptic points in B(v) (bold arcs). B-arcs not ending
at B(v) (dashed arcs) do not contribute to the nesting level.
Definition 6.7. Let
CD := min{CD(v) | v ∈ VD}.
If the set VD is non-empty then CD > (. . . , 0, 0). Thus we may define CD = (. . . , 0, 0) if and
only if all the valence one vertices of G−−(D) are strongly essential.
Definition 6.8. Let |VD| denote the cardinality of the set VD. We define the complexity
of D to be the pair
C(D) := (|VD| , CD)
and compare C(D) by the lexicographical order.
Remark 6.9. In the definition of CD we use not “max” but “min”. The reason be-
comes apparent in the proof of the following proposition. To construct the new transverse
overtwisted disc D′ from D we have added many elliptic points, which may increase the
complexity CD(v) of some v ∈ VD (in particular, max{CD(v) | v ∈ VD} may increase).
However, if we look at v ∈ VD realizing the minimal complexity CD, deforming at v either
reduces |VD| or produces a valence one vertex of G−− with less complexity.
The following is a key to the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 6.10. Let D be a transverse overtwisted disc with |VD| ≥ 1. Let v ∈ VD such
that CD = CD(v), and D
′ the transverse overtwisted disc obtained by deforming D at v.
Then C(D′) < C(D).
Proof. By the proof of Proposition 6.1 we have |VD′ | ≤ |VD|. If |VD′ | < |VD| then C(D
′) <
C(D).
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Assume that |VD′ | = |VD|, that is |B(v)| ≥ 2. Let v
′ ∈ B(v) be the adjacent vertex to
v ∈ VD. By Definition 6.3 and the construction of D
′ we have v′ ∈ VD′ . To compare CD and
CD′ we examine the nesting levels of the vertices in B(v
′). Recall that in the construction
of D∗ (hence D
′) we have added copies of the leaf box A. There are two types of vertices
x ∈ B(v′):
Type A: x is a newly introduced negative elliptic point at a foot of the legs of A.
(i.e., x is a negative elliptic point of the form x
(i)
j in Section 4.)
Type B: x is a vertex that comes from a vertex, x∗ ∈ B(v).
The original leaf box A for D is contained in the disc ∆ co-bounded by the b-arc b0
ending at v. So for a vertex x ∈ B(v′) of Type A, we have
NLD′(x) ≤ NLD(v)− 1.
For a vertex x ∈ B(v′) of Type B with the corresponding vertex x∗ ∈ B(v), the added
copies of A do not affect the nesting level, i.e.,
NLD′(x) = NLD(x
∗).
To get D′ we have removed the vertex v ∈ G−−(D) of the nesting level NLD(v), so these
observations imply:
CD′ ≤ CD′(v
′) < CD(v) = CD.

7. Proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let (S, φ) be a planar open book supporting an overtwisted contact
structure. Take a transverse overtwisted disc D ⊂ M(S,φ). By [24, Theorem 3.2] we may
assume that Fob(D) is an essential open book foliation.
If Fob(D) contains only one negative elliptic point v we have shown in [24, Theorem 6.2,
Claim 6.3] that v is strongly essential, thus the condition (SE1) is satisfied.
If Fob(D) contains more than one negative elliptic point, then by Proposition 6.10 we can
find a transverse overtwisted disc D′ with C(D′) = (0, (. . . , 0)), i.e., (SE1) is satisfied. 
Proof of Corollary 1.2. Suppose that a planar open book (S, φ) supports an overtwisted
contact structure. By Theorem 1.1 there exists a transverse overtwisted disc D with the
property (SE1). Let v ∈ G−−(D) be a valence ≤ 1 vertex and assume that v lies on
the binding component C. Lemma 2.3 and (SE1) imply that c(φ,C) ≤ 1, which is a
contradiction. 
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8. Questions and comments
As noted in Remark 6.2, our construction of the discs D → D∗ → D∗∗ discussed in
Sections 4–6 is valid for general surfaces F in planar open books. We call the operation
removing a non-strongly essential valence one vertex v deforming F at v.
An additional argument similar to the one for the exchange move in [25] shows that if F ′
is a surface obtained by deforming F at v, the braids ∂F and ∂F ′ are transversely isotopic
(if F has boundary) and F and F ′ are isotopic in M(S,φ).
This observation, combined with the complexity C(D) defined in Section 6, gives the
following result concerning a “nice” position of general Seifert surfaces in planar open
books.
Theorem 8.1. Let F be a Seifert surface of a closed braid L with respect to a planar open
book. Then there exists a surface F ′ isotopic to F such that ∂F ′ is transversely isotopic to
L and
(SE1′): all the valence ≤ 1 vertices of G−−(F
′) are strongly essential.
The condition (SE1′) only concerns the vertices of valence ≤ 1. One may ask whether
one can further modify and put the surface F while preserving the transverse knot type of
its boundary so that:
(SE): all the vertices of G−−(F ) are strongly essential.
We close the paper with a question:
Question 8.2. If the FDTC c(φ,C) > 1 for all the boundary components C ⊂ ∂S then
does the open book (S, φ) support a tight contact structure?
In our whole arguments, we use the planar assumption only to guarantee the property
(P2) of Lemma 4.3, which is used to deform D at v (cf. Remark 5.3).
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